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Control of data transmission channels
Interception of all incoming and outgoing traffi  c allows to control the maximum 
possible number of data channels and to minimize the risk of potential information 
leakage.

Information analysis on given security policies
The method of content and attribute analysis of intercepted data allows automatic 
detection of incidents, related to a possible information leakage. A security 
service receives the incident notifi cation and can immediately begin the incident 
investigation.

Loyalty evaluation and fraud detection
Statistical analysis allows to evaluate the network activity of staff , and the tool 
“Relations graph analyzer” reviews the circle of employees’ communication both 
within the company and with external subscribers, detecting and localizing groups 
of disloyal employees, as well as potential violators of security policy.

Wide opportunities for reports generating
“Reports center” enables to generate a variety of report types both for individual 
users in the network and throughout the company as a whole. Information, which 
is presented in a visual form, allows not only to get an idea of the situation in the 
organization, but also to demonstrate the eff ectiveness of the product for top 
management.

Control of the staff  effi  ciency
Staff  activity control functionality makes opportunity to determine how eff ectively 
each employee performs his duties, which in turn allows to optimize business 
processes within the company.

Business communications archive 
Allows to create an ordered archive of corporate communications within business 
processes. Connecting archived data, it is possible to review communications history 
of all the users at any time.

We off er you a free trial version of SecureTower. Thus, you will be able 
to test functionality of the product and learn more about its features 
and how it solves business issues. If you need help or have any ques-
tions, do not hesitate to contact us – our specialists will provide full 
support for you.

SecureTower OpportunitiesSecureTower Usage
In the local network of the enterprise
SecureTower controls all data transmission channels and prevents leakage of both confi -
dential information and personal data.

For mobile workstations
SecureTower controls mobile workstations (laptops and netbooks) inside and outside the 
company. If an employee goes on a business trip, the SecureTower agent continues its 
work on his laptop saving all the information, and after connection to the local network, 
the agent transmits all the gathered data to the server.

In geographically distributed offi  ces
SecureTower supports the work in companies with geographically distributed structure 
of offi  ces (in large holdings or branch networks), implementation, confi guration and sys-
tem management can be provided centrally. In so doing, the work of departments can 
be completely autonomous and at the same time all the intercepted information can be 
transferred to a single centralized storage.

In networks with a complex architecture
SecureTower works reliably in companies with a complex local network architecture, such 
as multi-domain structures, networks with terminal servers clusters.

Flexible settings of interception methods
There are several options for data interception: interception of information via agent pro-
grams installed on users’ PCs, centralized data interception using traffi  c mirroring, or a 
hybrid version that combines both methods. It is possible to integrate the system with 
corporate mail servers, as well as with Proxy servers by ICAP Protocol.

Access control system
The system provides fl exible access confi guration to SecureTower functionality, taking 
into account the structural and organizational hierarchy of a company. It makes possible 
to provide the employees in diff erent fi elds (information security, HR, management) with 
suitable tools for the most eff ective solution of their tasks.

Prevention of data leaks 

Insider threat detection

Workfl ow optimization 

Incident investigation 

Communications backup

Protect your business from internal fraud and optimize corporate workfl ow 
with the comprehensive information security solution.

SecureTower
Eff ective protection against internal threats



Incidents investigation

Using fl exible rules, the system can block a confi dential information 
transmission and to inform a responsible person about the incident.

SecureTower allows to investigate an incident in the case of a leakage: 
to identify violators, to determine the presence of intent in their actions 
and eventually to take the necessary measures, as well as to develop a 
strategy for further action. Data collected by DLP can be considered as 
evidence by the courts.

SecureTower Server

Test of a trial version (control of 25 workstations) 

Processor: 4+ GHz (4 cores and more)

Network adapters: 1 Gb

RAM: 6 GB and more

Hard disc: 100 GB partition for the operating system and SecureTower fi les; partition for 
captured data (about 40 GB generated by 25 users per 1 month).

Operating system for server components: Microsoft Windows Server 2008/2012/2016* x64

Supported DBMS: Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL, SQLite и MySQL

Agent (the client part 
on the controlled user’s PC)
The hardware confi guration must comply 
with the Microsoft recommendations 
for the installed version of the operating 
system.

The operating system for the agent: 
Microsoft Windows XP / Vista/7/8/10/
Server 2003/Server 2008/Server 2012/ 
Server 2016

Why 
SecureTower?

Personnel control and business 
processes optimization

Technical and system requirements:

Simplicity of implementation. There 
is no need to purchase expensive 
equipment and call for a specialist. 
Installation takes very short time. 
Basic confi guration is made from one 
console. 

Usability. The user-friendly interface 
enables to use the system by man-
agers of diff erent levels. System has 
great capabilities of the scalability and 
ensures full-featured effi  cient work in 
very large corporate networks.

User activity on PC

Employee monitoring on computers motivates staff  to a greater re-
sponsibility. The management gets a clear picture of how an employee 
spends his working day: how much time he is active and how much 
time is idle, with what applications and how actively he works, how 
much time he spends on various websites.

Graph analyzer of personnel interactions

Graph analyzer traces users’ contacts as within the organization as be-
yond, including contacts with competitors. This tool allows to identify 
informal team leaders as well as to fi nd potential insiders in cases, where 
the leakage of confi dential information is initiated from the outside.

Detection of disloyal employees

For disloyal employees detection, security offi  cers have the opportuni-
ty to analyze a complete history of employees’ communications. With 
the help of SecureTower it is possible to identify contacts in the exter-
nal network, which carry out undesirable activity, for example, trying 
to entice valuable personnel or to obtain insider information about the 
company.

Flexible reporting system

Detailed statistical reports allow you to analyze business processes tak-
ing place in the company and to detect some patterns that usually refer 
to violations of accepted security policies. Dynamic reports on specifi ed 
criteria help to evaluate the performance of both specifi c employees 
and departments as a whole. At the same time, all the reports are inter-
active, which makes possible to shift directly to the event review and 
signifi cantly accelerate the incidents investigation process.

Working day image, video and audio recording

SecureTower creates an illustrative image of each employee’ working 
day. The management can evaluate how actively an employee uses cer-
tain communication channels. SecureTower user can remotely connect 
to a webcam or to an employee’s desktop. To investigate incidents and 
verify employee activity, you can use video and audio recording in real 
time or on a schedule.

Highly qualifi ed and eff ective technical 
support, training, consulting, personnel 
certifi cation.

Relatively low hardware requirements 
and high performance of data process-
ing at the same time. Agents (program 
modules) installed on PCs almost not 
reducing application response time 
(even for terminal servers with dozens 
of concurrent users).

Multithreading. The system solves 
a whole range of tasks - prevents infor-
mation leaks, monitors employees’ work-
fl ow, maintains the archive of business 
communications.

A full cycle of security incident inves-
tigation completely in SecureTower 
environment.

This is the average estimated data. The system requirements depend on the specifi ed settings for workstations control and the storage period of the intercepted information.

Regular expressions
Extended regular expressions templates 
provide highly eff ective search of data 
like addresses, phone numbers, SSN, ID, 
bank account numbers.

Digital fi ngerprints
Sensitive content control allows 
to detect transfer of fi le or part 
of it, containing confi dential data 
(e.g. information from database).

Analysis by dictionaries
Linguistic analysis tool includes 
contextual analysis based on a set 
of embedded dictionaries with the 
possibility to create custom dictionaries. 
Security rule will alert if detects 
transmission of text that includes words 
or groups of words from the dictionary.

Workstation indexing
Automatic and manual search for 
confi dential data in the local network.

Statistical analysis
Analysis of communication channels 
usage (quantity of sent/received 
messages, e-mails, fi les, etc.), periods 
of activity / inactivity, web activity, 
application activity, etc.

Changed fi le extension 
File formats are detected by their 
signatures. One cannot deceive 
the system by changing fi le extension.

Image recognition
Recognition of text information from 
images (popular graphic formats are 
supported).

Voice recognition
Contextual data search in audio. 
The system can use various technologies 
of speech recognition and process data 
by local engine or in the cloud.

Recognition of stamps
Recognition of stamps in transferred 
documents and images by analysis 
of pre-selected stamp samples.

Analysis of CAD fi les
Interception and search 
for confi dential data in drawings 
created in CAD programs.

To ensure maximum protection of confi dential information, SecureTower monitors almost all 
communication and data transmission channels:

e-mails and attachments for most 
popular webmail providers (AOL Mail, 
Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo! Mail, etc.) as well 
as desktop clients (Microsoft Outlook, 
Thunderbird, The Bat! etc.) including 
secure protocols.

text and voice communication via 
instant messengers (Skype, Viber, 
MS Lync, ICQ, Mail.ru, GoogleTalk, 
Telegram, WhatsApp, Google Hangouts)

web-traffi  c: messages in social networks, 
blogs, online chats and forums; visited 
websites and requests made via 
HTTP / HTTPS protocols; fi les transferred 
via FTP/FTPS protocols

fi les in cloud storages 
(Dropbox, Google Drive, iCloud, 
OneDrive, Yandex.Disk)

fi les in network-attached storages

files on workstations

data transferred to USB devices

data in the clipboard

printed data (documents and images)

text and voice messages via SIP 
protocol (IP telephony)

Control of all communication channels

Analytical capabilities
SecureTower protects organization’s intellectual property, commercial and confi dential information. The 
system monitors personnel loyalty: it traces employee activity in all applications and websites, then generates detailed reports about it.

SecureTower monitors almost all data transmission channels, analyses all traffi  c according to assigned security rules, blocks the 
transmission of suspicious information and automatically notifi es the security offi  cers about all incidents. The system can be installed in 
any network infrastructure without any need of making changes and operates unnoticeably.

A fl exible tool for adjusting security policies allows you to combine diff erent control methods and create multi-component 
security rules, which minimize the number of false alerts and increase the security service effi  ciency. 



Incidents investigation

Using fl exible rules, the system can block a confi dential information 
transmission and to inform a responsible person about the incident.

SecureTower allows to investigate an incident in the case of a leakage: 
to identify violators, to determine the presence of intent in their actions 
and eventually to take the necessary measures, as well as to develop a 
strategy for further action. Data collected by DLP can be considered as 
evidence by the courts.
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RAM: 6 GB and more
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captured data (about 40 GB generated by 25 users per 1 month).
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Supported DBMS: Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL, SQLite и MySQL
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Incidents investigation
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Control of data transmission channels
Interception of all incoming and outgoing traffi  c allows to control the maximum 
possible number of data channels and to minimize the risk of potential information 
leakage.

Information analysis on given security policies
The method of content and attribute analysis of intercepted data allows automatic 
detection of incidents, related to a possible information leakage. A security 
service receives the incident notifi cation and can immediately begin the incident 
investigation.

Loyalty evaluation and fraud detection
Statistical analysis allows to evaluate the network activity of staff , and the tool 
“Relations graph analyzer” reviews the circle of employees’ communication both 
within the company and with external subscribers, detecting and localizing groups 
of disloyal employees, as well as potential violators of security policy.

Wide opportunities for reports generating
“Reports center” enables to generate a variety of report types both for individual 
users in the network and throughout the company as a whole. Information, which 
is presented in a visual form, allows not only to get an idea of the situation in the 
organization, but also to demonstrate the eff ectiveness of the product for top 
management.

Control of the staff  effi  ciency
Staff  activity control functionality makes opportunity to determine how eff ectively 
each employee performs his duties, which in turn allows to optimize business 
processes within the company.

Business communications archive 
Allows to create an ordered archive of corporate communications within business 
processes. Connecting archived data, it is possible to review communications history 
of all the users at any time.

We off er you a free trial version of SecureTower. Thus, you will be able 
to test functionality of the product and learn more about its features 
and how it solves business issues. If you need help or have any ques-
tions, do not hesitate to contact us – our specialists will provide full 
support for you.

SecureTower OpportunitiesSecureTower Usage
In the local network of the enterprise
SecureTower controls all data transmission channels and prevents leakage of both confi -
dential information and personal data.

For mobile workstations
SecureTower controls mobile workstations (laptops and netbooks) inside and outside the 
company. If an employee goes on a business trip, the SecureTower agent continues its 
work on his laptop saving all the information, and after connection to the local network, 
the agent transmits all the gathered data to the server.

In geographically distributed offi  ces
SecureTower supports the work in companies with geographically distributed structure 
of offi  ces (in large holdings or branch networks), implementation, confi guration and sys-
tem management can be provided centrally. In so doing, the work of departments can 
be completely autonomous and at the same time all the intercepted information can be 
transferred to a single centralized storage.

In networks with a complex architecture
SecureTower works reliably in companies with a complex local network architecture, such 
as multi-domain structures, networks with terminal servers clusters.

Flexible settings of interception methods
There are several options for data interception: interception of information via agent pro-
grams installed on users’ PCs, centralized data interception using traffi  c mirroring, or a 
hybrid version that combines both methods. It is possible to integrate the system with 
corporate mail servers, as well as with Proxy servers by ICAP Protocol.

Access control system
The system provides fl exible access confi guration to SecureTower functionality, taking 
into account the structural and organizational hierarchy of a company. It makes possible 
to provide the employees in diff erent fi elds (information security, HR, management) with 
suitable tools for the most eff ective solution of their tasks.

Prevention of data leaks 

Insider threat detection

Workfl ow optimization 

Incident investigation 

Communications backup

Protect your business from internal fraud and optimize corporate workfl ow 
with the comprehensive information security solution.

SecureTower
Eff ective protection against internal threats
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Control of data transmission channels
Interception of all incoming and outgoing traffi  c allows to control the maximum 
possible number of data channels and to minimize the risk of potential information 
leakage.

Information analysis on given security policies
The method of content and attribute analysis of intercepted data allows automatic 
detection of incidents, related to a possible information leakage. A security 
service receives the incident notifi cation and can immediately begin the incident 
investigation.

Loyalty evaluation and fraud detection
Statistical analysis allows to evaluate the network activity of staff , and the tool 
“Relations graph analyzer” reviews the circle of employees’ communication both 
within the company and with external subscribers, detecting and localizing groups 
of disloyal employees, as well as potential violators of security policy.

Wide opportunities for reports generating
“Reports center” enables to generate a variety of report types both for individual 
users in the network and throughout the company as a whole. Information, which 
is presented in a visual form, allows not only to get an idea of the situation in the 
organization, but also to demonstrate the eff ectiveness of the product for top 
management.

Control of the staff  effi  ciency
Staff  activity control functionality makes opportunity to determine how eff ectively 
each employee performs his duties, which in turn allows to optimize business 
processes within the company.

Business communications archive 
Allows to create an ordered archive of corporate communications within business 
processes. Connecting archived data, it is possible to review communications history 
of all the users at any time.

We off er you a free trial version of SecureTower. Thus, you will be able 
to test functionality of the product and learn more about its features 
and how it solves business issues. If you need help or have any ques-
tions, do not hesitate to contact us – our specialists will provide full 
support for you.

SecureTower OpportunitiesSecureTower Usage
In the local network of the enterprise
SecureTower controls all data transmission channels and prevents leakage of both confi -
dential information and personal data.

For mobile workstations
SecureTower controls mobile workstations (laptops and netbooks) inside and outside the 
company. If an employee goes on a business trip, the SecureTower agent continues its 
work on his laptop saving all the information, and after connection to the local network, 
the agent transmits all the gathered data to the server.

In geographically distributed offi  ces
SecureTower supports the work in companies with geographically distributed structure 
of offi  ces (in large holdings or branch networks), implementation, confi guration and sys-
tem management can be provided centrally. In so doing, the work of departments can 
be completely autonomous and at the same time all the intercepted information can be 
transferred to a single centralized storage.

In networks with a complex architecture
SecureTower works reliably in companies with a complex local network architecture, such 
as multi-domain structures, networks with terminal servers clusters.

Flexible settings of interception methods
There are several options for data interception: interception of information via agent pro-
grams installed on users’ PCs, centralized data interception using traffi  c mirroring, or a 
hybrid version that combines both methods. It is possible to integrate the system with 
corporate mail servers, as well as with Proxy servers by ICAP Protocol.

Access control system
The system provides fl exible access confi guration to SecureTower functionality, taking 
into account the structural and organizational hierarchy of a company. It makes possible 
to provide the employees in diff erent fi elds (information security, HR, management) with 
suitable tools for the most eff ective solution of their tasks.

Prevention of data leaks 

Insider threat detection

Workfl ow optimization 

Incident investigation 

Communications backup

Protect your business from internal fraud and optimize corporate workfl ow 
with the comprehensive information security solution.

SecureTower
Eff ective protection against internal threats


